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Abstract: Alopecia Universalis (AU) is the most severe form of Alopecia Areata and is caused by
cytotoxic T-cells reacting with follicular autoantigens, producing complete loss of scalp and body
hair. Alemtuzumab is a highly efficacious monoclonal antibody used in the treatment of Multiple
Sclerosis (MS), but it causes secondary autoimmunity in up to 40% of patients. Many factors are
believed to contribute to this process, but pathogenic mechanisms are not well clear. To date, three
cases of AU after treatment with Alemtuzumab have been reported. In this paper we report the cases
of two patients who developed AU 12 months after the second cycle of Alemtuzumab, with a review
of the literature. One year after the end of the second cycle, two female patients in their thirties
experienced complete hair loss. The first case was temporally associated with a significant drop
in vitamin D (VD) levels. The second case was accompanied by joint swelling. Both patients had
thyroid alterations and showed no hair regrowth after a 2-year follow-up. AU must be considered
among the secondary autoimmune manifestations of Alemtuzumab treatment. We emphasize the
need for appropriate patient screening and thorough clinical surveillance for factors predisposing
patients to secondary autoimmunity.
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Alemtuzumab is a humanized monoclonal antibody that selectively targets CD52,
a surface antigen expressed primarily on B and T lymphocytes and whose function is
still largely unknown [1]. Two large Phase III trials and subsequent 9-year extensions
have shown the sustained superiority of this drug on neurological disability, relapse
rate and MRI outcomes, compared with interferon-beta 1 [2]. Recent real-world data
confirmed the results of the registration studies [3]. However, the benefits of this therapy
are counterbalanced by a significant incidence of adverse events, the most common of which
regard secondary autoimmunity and affect up to 40% of patients. Alopecia Universalis
(AU) is the most severe form of Alopecia Areata, an autoimmune condition directed at
hair follicles. To our knowledge, only three cases of Alopecia Universalis (AU) after
Alemtuzumab therapy for MS have been described so far [4–6]. Here we present the fourth
and fifth cases of this kind, with a two-year-long follow-up. The two patients tried different
topical therapies, but, so far, no hair regrowth has been noticed. Furthermore, we focus on
the pathogenetic mechanisms that may lead to the development of this adverse effect of
Alemtuzumab therapy.
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resolution of articular symptoms. ANA, Rheumatoid Factor, and Anti-CCP produced
negative results. Topical therapy with Pimecrolimus and Beclomethasone was also tried,
but after 26 months no hair regrowth has occurred (Figure 1). The most recent 3T brain
MRI in December 2020 showed lesion stability for her MS.
3. Discussion
Alemtuzumab is a humanized monoclonal IgG1 antibody that induces a rapid and
long-lasting depletion of CD52 expressing cells, mostly B and T-lymphocytes. The subsequent repopulation from precursors follows a temporal pattern that varies greatly
amongst different cell populations: CD4+ and CD8+ T lymphocytes return within normal
values after, respectively, 60 and 31 months, while B cells not only complete repopulation in 3 months, but also show a hyper-repopulation up to 165% of baseline values at
12 months [1]. The long-lasting depletion of CD4+ cells may account for the sustained
efficacy of the drug, even without continuous treatment [7].
Nevertheless, secondary autoimmunity is reported as a common adverse event of
this DMT and affects 30–40% of patients. Secondary autoimmune diseases usually involve
thyroid, kidney, and platelet function [7,8]. Recently, new evidence has emerged regarding
serious, in some cases fatal, adverse events, including cardiovascular disorders.
Multiple factors are believed to lead to the development of secondary autoimmunity.
The unregulated B cell pool expansion, together with the increase in B cell activating factor
(BAFF) concentration have been associated with uncontrolled antibody production in
response to self-antigens [8,9].
Another proposed mechanism is homeostatic peripheral expansion (HPE) [10]. When
lymphopenia occurs, peripheral T cells that escaped depletion are stimulated to proliferate
in response to both low-affinity self and non-self-antigens, in order to restore the T repertoire. When this “first hit” is coupled with a “second hit”, such as the over-expression of
pro-inflammatory cytokines, reduced thymic output, and the Treg/non-Treg ratio skewing,
given a genetic predisposition to autoimmunity, self-tolerance is broken.
Secondary autoimmune diseases appear 6–61 months after the first infusion of Alemtuzumab, but usually peak during the third year after the initiation of the therapy, consistent
with the reconstitution kinetics of the T-cell population [1].
AU causes complete non-scarring loss of both scalp and body hair, and is caused
by cytotoxic T-cells reacting with follicular autoantigens. Although several studies have
shown some degree of hair regrowth with different drugs, currently no completely effective
treatment has been approved for this condition [11].
Serum VD levels are lower in patients with AA than healthy subjects and inversely
correlate with disease severity [12]. This is related to the well-known effects of VD, both on
the hair follicle and on the immune system. In particular, VD levels are negatively associated with IL-21 and IL-17 concentrations [13]. In turn, these proinflammatory cytokines
have been shown to induce Th17 cells and inhibit the re-differentiation of regulatory T
cells, playing an important role in the development of many autoimmune diseases. In
particular, IL-21 levels are directly related to the development of autoimmune diseases
after Alemtuzumab administration in MS [14].
Severe subtypes of AA are also associated with increased levels of anti-thyroid antibodies [15]. Furthermore, autoimmune alopecia and thyroid autoimmunity share the
same T cell mediated pathogenesis [16]. Both conditions are associated with severe VD
deficiency, thus highlighting need for VD supplementation in patients undergoing immunomodulatory treatments.
Although secondary autoimmune diseases after Alemtuzumab treatment are extensively reported in the literature, alopecia is considered only a rare occurrence [17]. A
literature review showed only six reports of AA after Alemtuzumab [4,18], while Alopecia
Universalis has been described only three times so far.
The first two cases of AU following Alemtuzumab occurred six months after the
second cycle and progressed over three months [5,6]. Both patients had no history of
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autoimmune disease, nor positivity for anti-thyroid antibodies. Both declined therapy for
the condition. Nevertheless, the first patient did not experience any hair regrowth over six
months of follow-up, whilst the second patient experienced complete hair regrowth, two
years after the last infusion.
The third report of AU associated with Alemtuzumab in MS documented hair loss
five months after the second infusion and was accompanied by worsening of pre-existing
vitiligo, a skin disease often associated with autoimmune alopecia [4].
None of the three previous cases had autoimmune thyroid dysfunction. Moreover,
none of the reports mentioned VD levels, a feature that would be interesting to examine, as
the hair loss in our first patient was concurrent with a relevant decrease in VD concentration.
We report two further cases of AU after Alemtuzumab, with the longest time following
last drug administration and with the longest follow-up after the onset of the adverse event.
It is possible that decreases in VD may predispose patients to AU post-Alemtuzumab
in the context of an autoimmune environment (supported by the findings of thyroid
antibodies and small joint swelling in our cases), although future studies could investigate
this proposition.
4. Conclusions
AU is a rare autoimmune complication of Alemtuzumab treatment in MS, occurring
5–12 months after the second cycle, consistent with the most typical timing of appearance
of secondary autoimmune diseases. Its pathogenesis, albeit not entirely understood, is
T-cell related and seems linked to the homeostatic peripheral expansion phenomenon.
These cases show that autoimmune alopecia should be considered among the possible adverse events of the therapy with Alemtuzumab and highlights the need to screen
patients for possible factors predisposing them to secondary autoimmunity before and
after treatment.
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